exactAIS Premium™

The exactAIS Premium service fuses exactAIS® satellite and terrestrial-based sources to provide a single provisioning of global AIS data, eliminating the need to de-conflict AIS data from multiple sources.

Global AIS data is now delivered to customers as one integrated feed allowing for comprehensive vessel tracking on a global scale.

Key Features

- Data updated on an hourly basis
- Multiple data delivery options including a streaming data feed via a dedicated secure connection to the exactEarth Data Processing Centre or delivery via data files that are placed on the exactEarth secure FTP site for customer retrieval
- Data available in multiple formats, such as:
  - NMEA (No timestamps)
  - NMEA V4.0 (w/ timestamps)
  - XML
  - GoogleEarth (KML)
  - CSV

Benefits

- Provides complete berth-to-berth tracking
- Full and complete view of the maritime domain picture in a single dataset
- Provides better and more accurate information for all aspects of maritime planning and analysis operations

Complete detailed tracking of all AIS equipped vessel movements regardless of location.

exactAIS Premium offers daily visibility of over 160,000 vessels worldwide.
exactAIS Premium data can easily be integrated into a variety of platforms including Esri and Google Earth for visualizing and performing detailed analysis.